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Summary
Polymer gel is frequently used for conformance control in
fractured reservoirs, where it is injected to reside in fractures or
high-permeability streaks to reduce conductivity. With successful
polymer-gel conformance control in place, increased pressure gradients across matrix blocks may be achieved during chase floods,
diverting water, gas, or enhanced oil recovery (EOR) chemicals
into the matrix to displace oil. Knowledge of gel behavior during
placement and chase floods is important because it largely controls the success of subsequent injections. Polymer-gel behavior is
often studied in corefloods, where differential pressure and effluents from fracture and matrix outlets give information about gel
deposition during placement and flow paths during chase floods.
The work presented in this paper uses complementary positron
emission tomography (PET) chromatographic tomography (CT)
imaging to quantify the behavior and blocking capacity of Cr(III)acetate hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (HPAM) gel during chase
waterflooding. In-situ imaging provides information about
changes that may not be extracted from pressure measurements
and material balance only, such as changes in local fluid saturations and dynamic spatial flow within the fracture and within the
structure of the gel network.
Polymer gel was placed in core plugs with longitudinal fractures that connected the inlet and outlet, and chase water was subsequently injected to measure the gel blocking capacity. The
water phase was labeled with a positron emitting radiopharmaceutical (F-18) to visualize and quantify local flows with PET during
gel rupture and subsequent flooding. By use of PET, we study gel
rupture and the development of wormholes during gel erosion after rupture as a function of flow rate. A particular strength with
access to dynamic, local flow patterns is the direct comparison to
global measurements, such as differential pressure and production
rate, to verify existing gel-behavior models.

Introduction
Fractures in a hydrocarbon reservoir often exhibit permeabilities
several orders of magnitude higher than that of the rock matrix,
and heavily influence fluid flow. Injected fluids and gases may
channel through the fractures without contacting large volumes of
matrix oil, which causes poor microscopic and macroscopic
sweep efficiencies, and hence low oil-recovery factors. The main
challenge during EOR operations in fractured reservoirs is to prevent fracture channeling, so that injected fluids and gases can contact and displace the oil in the matrix. Channeling of injected
fluids through a high-permeability fracture network, and the following early fluid breakthrough, may be mitigated by placing a
highly viscous polymer gel in the fracture (Portwood 1999;
Seright et al. 2003; Willhite and Pancake 2008). With polymer
gel in place, higher differential pressures may be achieved during
chase floods and contribute to increased sweep efficiency in the
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porous matrix adjacent to the fracture network. Gel placement in
fractures and gel-blocking capacity during chase floods have been
thoroughly investigated and discussed in the literature (e.g.,
Ganguly et al. 2002; Seright 2003a, 2003b; Brattekås et al. 2015a,
2015b). A polymer gel is formed when a gelant solution (a mixture
containing all the chemical components needed to form a polymer
gel) is exposed to elevated temperature for a given time known as
the gelation time. Previous work investigated how the gel state
during placement (gel or gelant) influenced the gel behavior during
chase floods (Brattekås et al. 2015a, 2015b). In this work, we study
the extrusion of formed polymer gel through fractures and its resistance to pressure during subsequent waterfloods.
Formed gel is highly viscous, and its structure prevents it from
entering significantly into the porous matrix next to the fracture
during placement. The gel solvent (water in most cases) may,
however, leave the gel during propagation through the fracture
and progress into the matrix in a leakoff process. During water
leakoff, a filter cake of concentrated gel forms in the fracture. The
concentrated gel is more rigid compared with the injected gel, and
is more pressure-resistant. The rate of water leakoff has implications for the rate of gel propagation into a fractured reservoir, as
well as the rate of fracture growth during hydraulic fracturing,
and was previously investigated by Carter (Howard and Fast
1957, 1970; Penny and Conway 1989) and Seright (1999, 2001,
2003a, 2003b). Carter proposed a model for fluid leakoff during
hydraulic fracturing, in which an important assumption was that
the thickness of the filter cake on the fracture faces was uniform
at any given time. Seright (2003b) presented an alternative model
for leakoff, suggesting that the filter cake on the fracture wall was
areally and volumetrically heterogeneous, and formed when fragments of injected gel dehydrated and became immobile in the vicinity where the dehydration occurred. Mobile gel of the original
composition flowed through the concentrated gel to advance to
the gel front within narrow flow channels, termed wormholes.
The term wormholes was previously used, and will be used in this
work, to denote a part of the fracture volume that (a) is filled with
nondehydrated gel of injected composition during and after gel
placement and (b) represents the path of rupture and subsequently
conducts the flow of fluids during chase floods. According to the
Seright leakoff model, the dehydrated-gel filter cake surrounds
the wormholes in the fracture. Because of the elastic nature of the
filter cake, wormholes have the ability to collapse and reopen during chase floods, depending on the applied pressure gradient. The
proposed leakoff models by Seright and Carter were similar in
terms of leakoff rate; however, the filter-cake formation within
the fracture was suggested to take place in widely different manners, and is an important distinction that strongly influences fluid
flow during chase floods. Fig. 1 illustrates filter-cake formation
during, and because of, water leakoff for the two models: the Carter model on the left, with the filter cake forming on the fracture
surfaces only, and the Seright model on the right, with a randomly
distributed filter cake forming in the fracture volume.
Brattekås et al. (2015a, 2015b) showed, by use of pressure
measurements, that gel resistance during waterflooding was
higher in cores after formed-gel placement compared with gelant
placement with following in-situ crosslinking. This was explained
by the gel’s ability to form wormholes through a filter cake during
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Fig. 1—Seright (2003b) illustrated filter-cake formation in each
of the two leakoff models: Left: leakoff model by Carter; Right:
leakoff model by Seright. The view is into the cross section of
an open fracture.

placement: Formed gel dehydrates during propagation through a
fracture, which increases its pressure resistance, and fresh gel
flows through the concentrated gel in wormholes. During chase
waterflooding, fresh gel is displaced from the wormholes at the
rupture pressure, and water follows these narrow flow paths
through the fracture volume. Flow of water through wormholes at
the rupture pressure may be viewed as a case of viscous fingering
(Benham and Olson 1963), where the development of the viscous
finger (the wormhole flow pattern) is caused by the large mobility
contrast between the dehydrated-gel filter cake and the relatively
mobile gel contained in the wormholes. As long as the injected
water is contained in wormholes during chase floods, fracture permeability remains significantly decreased. During placement of
gel in its immature form (as a gelant), and according to the Carter
filter-cake model for formed-gel placement, wormholes do not
form. Consequently, gel erosion during waterflooding occurs in a
different manner, and may open larger sections of the fracture to
flow. Visualization of gel placement and chase waterfloods in
fractures can be achieved with see-through acrylic glass models
(e.g., Liu 2006)); however, the formation and development of
wormholes through a fracture depend on the presence of a porous
medium directly adjacent to the fracture. Observations of wormholes in opaque core-plug systems have previously been
described: Seright (2003b) injected dyed gel to follow gel of the
same composition (not dyed) into a fracture, and could thus visualize the formation of wormholes during gel injection. After chase
waterflooding, wormhole patterns can be clearly visible when
opening the used core and inspecting the fracture surfaces (Brattekås et al. 2015a, 2015b). The development of wormholes during
dynamic chase waterfloods in opaque systems has, however, only
been investigated through global measurements of pressure and
flow rate. In this study, we used PET to identify this phenomenon
in situ. PET imaging is based on the decay of positron-emitting
radionuclides. The positron loses kinetic energy by interactions
with the surroundings, and at near-zero momentum, the positron
is emitted from the nucleus accompanied by an electron to balance atomic charge. Radioactivity is a spontaneous nuclear phenomenon that is insensitive to temperature and pressure (Ersland
et al. 2010). PET is a frequently used method for medical in-situ
imaging. In oil-and-gas-related research, PET was recently used
to study flow in tight rock samples (and the results were compared
with CT imaging) (Fernø et al. 2015a, 2015b), to study fluid mo-
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bility in fractures (Maucec et al. 2013), and to visualize the displacement front during spontaneous imbibition applying twoopen-ends- (TEO-) free boundary conditions (Fernø et al. 2015a,
2015b). In this work, PET was used to visualize flow of radioactive water through a gel-filled fracture, to augment global measurements, and to increase the understanding of filter-cake
formation during formed-gel placement and wormhole development during chase floods.
Experimental Section
Experimental Schedule. The experimental schedule consisted of
three steps: (1) core-plug preparation, (2) polymer-gel placement,
and (3) chase waterflooding to measure gel-blocking capacity and
to investigate the development of wormholes. In-situ imaging by
PET was used during Step 3 to visualize and quantify the flow of
water through a gel-filled fracture.
Core-Plug Preparation. Highly heterogeneous outcrop limestone from the Edwards formation in Texas, USA, with trimodal
pore sizes, vugs, and microporosity (Ekdale and Bromley 1983;
Siddhartha and Morrow 2007), and homogeneous sandstone from
the Gildenhausen quarry in Bentheimer, Germany (Schutjens et al.
1995; Klein and Reuschle 2003), was used to study chaseflood
behavior through gel-filled fractures (the results for the sandstone
core plug are previously published in Brattekås et al. 2015a).
Cylindrical core plugs with 4.96-cm diameter were drilled
from larger outcrop limestone and sandstone blocks and cut to
length (Llimestone ¼ 7.56 cm and Lsandstone ¼ 10.12 cm). Smooth,
longitudinal fractures were created through the cores with a band
saw, and the core surfaces were gently washed with tap water to
remove lose grains. The core fragments were dried at an elevated
temperature of 60  C for 1 week. Fractured cores were assembled
with clamps and POM (polyoxymethylene) spacers to maintain a
constant fracture aperture of 1 mm. Surfaces were covered in epoxy resin, and only the fracture surfaces were left open to flow.
POM end pieces were designed, featuring three inlets and three
outlets, separating the fracture from each matrix core half. The
end pieces were glued to the core inlet and outlet end faces with
epoxy resin. After drying, holes were drilled through the epoxy
into the matrix core halves to allow flow. The assembled cores
were covered in several layers of epoxy resin to increase the resistance to flow, and could thus be used in flooding experiments
with no additional overburden pressure. The core plugs were saturated with brine (4 wt% NaCl, 3.4 wt% MgCl26 H2O, 0.5 wt%
CaCl22H2O) after assembly, and porosity was calculated from
weight measurements.
Polymer-Gel Placement. The 0.5% HPAM polymer (5 million Daltons molecular weight) and 0.0417 wt% Cr(III)-acetate
were mixed in brine (4 wt% NaCl, 3.4 wt% MgCl26H2O, 0.5
wt% CaCl22H2O) to form gelant. After thorough mixing, the
gelant solution was placed in a stainless-steel accumulator and
aged at 41  C for 24 hours (five times the gelation time) to form
mature polymer gel. The gel was allowed to cool to ambient conditions (approximately 23  C) before injection into the fractured
core plugs, with injection rates of 200 cm3/h (limestone) and
6 cm3/h (sandstone). Leakoff was recorded by volumetric measurements of brine effluent exiting the matrix outlets as a function
of time. After gel placement, the cores were shut in for 24 hours
with all inlets and outlets closed.
Water Chase Floods. Water chase floods were performed to
measure the blocking capacity of the gel present in the fractures.
We used high-salinity brine, with the same composition as the gel
solvent. A schematic of the experimental setup for gel placement
and chase waterflooding may be viewed in Fig. 2.
The water-injection rate was initially low at 6 cm3/h to accurately measure the rupture pressure (the pressure at which the gel
in the fracture breaks and allows fluids to flow through it). When
the differential pressure across the fracture stabilized after gel
rupture, eight sequential waterflood cycles were performed in the
sandstone core: The water-flow rate was first increased stepwise
from 6 to 60 to 300 to 600 cm3/h (termed “an increasing-rate
cycle”) and thereafter reduced in the same manner (termed “a
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Fig. 2—Schematic of the experimental setup for gel placement and chase waterflooding. Pressure and volumetric measurements
or in-situ imaging by PET were used to quantify gel behavior.

decreasing-rate cycle”). The limestone core was imaged in the
PET scanner during waterflooding to visualize and quantify the
flow of water through the gel-filled fracture. Two sequential
waterflood cycles were performed, where the water-flow rate was
first increased from 6 to 60 to 300 cm3/h, and thereafter stepwise
decreased. The waterflood was thereafter left at the lowest rate
(6 cm3/h) for 13 hours. The pressure across the fracture was measured as a function of time and flow rate during waterflooding for
both cores, and the results from global measurements were compared with in-situ imaging. Previous work showed that gel behavior during chasefloods, after mature polymer-gel placement in a
fracture, is stable and predictable (Brattekås et al. 2015a, 2015b).
Although waterfloods through the sandstone core were not
imaged, the measurements of pressure and rate during chase
floods corroborate the measurements for the limestone core, and
ensure that the conclusions reached from in-situ PET imaging are
valid and descriptive of general gel behavior.
PET Imaging. A small-animal PET-CT scanner was used for
in-situ imaging during chase waterflooding in the limestone core
plug. Fack et al. (2015) and Haldorsen et al. (2015) used the same
PET-CT for preclinical studies in rats and mice, and the experimental procedure for PET imaging was adapted for use in core
plugs (Fig. 3): 18F was produced by a local cyclotron and used to
synthesize 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG), which is a watersoluble fluorine radioisotope with a half-life of t1/2 ¼ 109 minutes.
Spatial fluid saturations in the core plug and fracture were calculated on the basis of the registered activity of the labeled brine
phase at given timesteps. PET-CT sequences were acquired on a
CT 80 W Nanoscan PC imager, featuring spatial resolutions of
800 lm and 30 lm of the respective PET- and CT-detector systems (Haldorsen et al. 2015). The PET field of view (FOV) was
9.5  8 cm in axial and transaxial directions, allowing imaging of
the entire core plug and most of the end pieces. The PET detectors
consist of LYSO crystals, and acquisition was performed in 1:5
coincidence and normal count mode. A CT scan (helical projections with tube energy of 70 kvP, exposure time of 300 ms, 720
projections, max FOV, binning 1:4) was acquired for core-plug
positioning; the tube voltage was, however, not high enough to
correctly reproduce the spatial core-plug density, and attenuation
correction from CT during PET-data reconstruction was therefore
not applied. During initial waterflooding, 18F-FDG was mixed in
300 cm3 of brine at 151 MBq activity, and PET was acquired for 2
hours during stepwise alteration of the water-injection rate. After
12 hours of continuous waterflooding, 18F-FDG at 183 MBq activity was mixed in a new batch of brine (300 cm3) and injected into
the fracture. PET was acquired for 1 hour during continued lowrate waterflooding.
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Fig. 3—View inside the longitudinal, vertically aligned fracture
of the limestone core plug placed in the PET-CT scanner. The
gray outline is the CT image of the core (used for positioning).
Bedding planes in the rock surface may be observed as darker
features, and were constant in all images. The colored signal is
water-labeled with 18F-FDG, and recorded by PET.

Results and Discussion
Polymer-Gel Placement. The rate of water leakoff during gel
propagation through open fractures was measured in several previous publications (Seright 2003a, 2003b; Brattekås et al. 2015a,
2015b) and shown to be: (1) independent of core material (for
fully water-saturated core plugs) and (2) largely independent of
the gel-injection rate. Seright (2003b) found that, when using
short fractures, screenout of gel (where concentrated gel is flushed
out of the fracture caused by turbulent flow) could occur at high
gel-flow rates (>2000 cm3/h). In this study, lower, constant injection rates of 200 cm3/h (for the limestone) and 6 cm3/h (for the
sandstone) were used. The limestone core [porosity / ¼ 22.9%
and permeability K ¼ 13 md (Haugen et al. 2008)] was mounted
in the PET scanner during gel injection, and volumetric measurements for leakoff calculation were not performed. The leakoff
rate measured during gel injection into the sandstone core
(/ ¼ 23% and K ¼ 1.2 D) was lower than expected from the leakoff models (see Fig. 4, left). The measured differential pressure
across the fractures during gel injection is shown in Fig. 4, right.
Chase Waterfloods. Calculations on the Basis of Global Measurements. Waterflooding was performed to measure the gel
blocking capacity and to analyze the development of wormholes
through the gel-filled fractures. The differential pressure across
the fractures was logged during waterfloods for the two core plugs
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Fig. 4—Left: Measured leakoff rate for the sandstone core. Right: Differential pressure during gel injection at 200 cm3/h and 6 cm3/
h into the fractured core plugs.
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to 60 cm3/h, the measured pressure gradient across the fracture
continued to decrease, probably caused by further erosion of gel
around the wormholes formed in the fracture. Increasing the flow
rate further, to 300 cm3/h and 600 cm3/h, yielded an increase in
the measured pressure gradient up to the initial post-rupture level.
When the flow rate was stepwise decreased back toward 6 cm3/h,
significantly lower pressure gradients were measured for each
specific rate. This was expected behavior, attributed to erosion of
gel in the wormholes during water injection.
With the water-flow rate back at the initial level (6 cm3/h), two
different waterflood schedules were performed in the core plugs:
In the limestone core, low-rate waterflooding was continued for
13 hours, whereas six additional decreasing-increasing-injectionrate cycles were performed in the sandstone core. Fig. 5 (right)
shows the first five increasing-decreasing-rate cycles in the sandstone core, out of eight cycles in total. The pressure gradients for
each specific rate continued to decrease during the third cycle
(increasing rate), with respect to the first two cycles. From the
third cycle, however, the pressure gradients remained on the same
level within each flow rate, suggesting a stable system with minor
gel erosion, although more than 120 fracture volumes (FVs) of
water had passed through the fracture at this point. The elasticity
of the gel enabled it to maintain a stable and high-pressure resistance after rupture and significant water throughput, because
wormholes are allowed to collapse and reopen during waterflooding depending on the water-flow rate.
The development of wormholes during chase floods could be
estimated from the measured differential pressure and rate data

10

Pressure Gradient (kPa/cm)

and formed, together with rate data, the basis for calculations and
comparisons in this section.
Rupture pressures were 4.5 kPa/cm and 4.4 kPa/cm for the
sandstone and limestone core, respectively, and corresponded
well with previously reported rupture-pressure data after formed
gel placement in fractures (Brattekås et al. 2015a, 2015b). When
the gel ruptures, water may again flow through the fracture by following the rupture path (according to the Seright leakoff model,
the rupture path will be the randomly distributed wormholes
through concentrated gel); measuring the pressure drop and flow
rate during chase waterfloods through gel-filled fractures gives an
estimate of gel behavior. In the sandstone core, eight increasing
and decreasing rate cycles were performed, whereas two cycles
were performed in the limestone core: one increasing-rate and one
decreasing-rate cycle. The pressure gradients measured during
water injection at the specific rate steps (6 cm3/h, 60 cm3/h,
300 cm3/h, and 600 cm3/h) are shown in Fig. 5 as functions of the
effective brine velocity through the fracture. The measurements
were taken for each rate step when the pressure response across
the gel-filled fracture had stabilized at a close-to-constant value.
Fig. 5 (left) shows the initial rupture pressure and the following
pressure response during the first two increasing-decreasing-rate
cycles in both core plugs. The rupture pressures are denoted by a
red dot (limestone) and a black triangle (sandstone) in the figure.
The gel behavior during chase waterflooding was similar in the
two core plugs: After gel rupture, water could pass through the
fracture and the pressure gradient across the fracture decreased
for the lowest water-flow rate. When the flow rate was increased
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Fig. 5—Measured pressure gradients as functions of the effective velocity of brine through the fractures. Left: The limestone core
(red curves) and the sandstone core (black curves) during the first two increasing- and decreasing-rate cycles. The dotted lines
represent decreasing rate cycles, and the solid lines represent cycles where the injection rate increases. Right: The first five
increasing-decreasing-rate cycles, out of eight in total, for the sandstone core.
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Fig. 6—Wormhole widths on the basis of calculations from global measurements. Left: Wormhole width (y-axis) as a function of
water throughput at different injection rates for the sandstone core. Early-stage waterflooding yields lower wormhole widths for
each injection rate. After several waterflood cycles, the wormholes stabilize at larger widths caused by minor gel erosion. The
wormhole width generally increases with an increase in injection rate and decreases with a decrease in injection rate, caused by
the elasticity of the gel filter cake and the wormhole ability to collapse and reopen. Right: The black squares show the calculated
wormhole widths for the limestone core, compared with the stabilized wormhole widths for the sandstone core. Q denotes the specific rate for each curve.

for the two cores, by calculating the average wormhole width.
The wormhole width is, in the following, defined as the average,
effective channel width open to flow after gel rupture, and was
calculated by Poiseuille’s law. The following assumptions were
made:
• For this calculation, there is only one wormhole present in
the fracture. The wormhole is uniform (equal diameter
throughout the fracture) and spans from the fracture inlet to
the fracture outlet.
• Fluid flow will occur only through the wormhole and not
through the concentrated gel in the fracture.
• The wormhole is assumed to be of cylindrical shape; thus,
the calculation is valid only for as long as the wormhole
width (the diameter of the cylinder) is less than the fracture
aperture (0.1 cm for the cores used in this study).
Fig. 6 (left) shows the calculated wormhole width as a function of water throughput for the sandstone core plug. The wormhole width increased with increasing injection rates. A spread
within each specific rate was also observed; this was expected
because the calculations, by Poiseuille’s law, are directly linked
to the pressure drop across the fracture, which also requires some
time and water throughput to stabilize (Fig. 5). Initially, the
wormhole width increased with water throughput, caused by gel
erosion, and thereafter stabilized at a close-to-constant value for
each given rate. The wormhole width stabilized after the third
waterflood cycle, and was, on average, calculated to be 0.022 cm
(6 cm3/h), 0.036 cm (60 cm3/h), 0.043 cm (300 cm3/h), and
0.045 cm (600 cm3/h). Fig. 6 (right) shows the calculated wormhole width for the limestone core plug (black squares), compared
with the results for the sandstone core plug when the wormholes
had stabilized. Wormhole development was similar in the gelfilled fracture of the limestone core plug, and the wormhole width
increased with injection rate: However, because of limited water
throughput, lower wormhole widths were observed during the
increasing- and decreasing-rate cycles compared with the stabilized values of the sandstone core, reached after three waterflood
cycles. Two waterflood cycles were performed in the limestone
core, and the stepwise adjustments in rate continued for 2 hours of
water injection: At this time, the system was not fully stabilized,
and further gel erosion may be expected to occur. The calculated
wormhole widths were 0.018 cm (6 cm3/h), 0.029 cm (60 cm3/h),
and 0.037 cm (300 cm3/h) for the limestone core, which corresponds well with early-stage waterflooding in the sandstone core.
During continued low-rate waterflooding, the differential pressure
across the fracture was slowly decreasing, indicating further gel
erosion. After significant water throughput (13 hours and >40
36

FV), the wormhole width was calculated to be 0.048 cm and comparable to the wormhole width at the highest degree of gel erosion
in the sandstone core. The similar development in the data for the
two cores indicates that gel behavior visualized and quantified
by PET in the next section (for the limestone core only) is representative for waterflooding after formed gel placement in an
open fracture.
In-Situ Investigations of Wormhole Development With
PET. PET imaging was used to investigate water flow through a
gel-filled fracture in situ. Injection brine was labeled by 18F-FDG
before waterflooding; it was therefore possible to visualize and
quantify the spatial saturation of water through the fracture by
PET, as a function of flow rate and time. To closely investigate
the water-flow pattern during the increasing- and decreasing-rate
cycles, six images were constructed from the PET data—one for
each rate step. The images were constructed by extracting the
PET signal for each rate when the pressure drop across the core
was constant and assuming a constant wormhole structure. A 2D,
sagittal (view within longitudinal fracture), image was created
from the 3D data set at each timestep. In this experiment, flow of
radioactive fluids only occurred within the FV, and the matrix fluids did not exhibit a signal detectable by PET. The effective depth
resolution in this case is therefore equal to the fracture aperture
(0.1 cm). Fig. 7 shows the wormhole flow patterns at different
rate stages during the waterflood; view is within the longitudinal
fracture (sagittal view).
Wormholes and wormhole development with flow rate were
clearly seen on the PET images. Fig. 7 shows the wormhole
formed during initial waterflooding at 6 cm3/h (left image, top
row). The wormhole mostly consists of a single flow conduit at
this point, although large-scale variations in the size of the rupture
path were observed within the FV. 11% of the FV emitted a radioactive signal (i.e., conducted flow of radioactive water), and thus
contained wormhole(s). The rest of the fracture was filled with
concentrated gel that did not exhibit a signal detectable by PET.
When the rate was increased to 60 cm3/h (Fig. 7, center image,
top row), the wormhole branched out and filled larger portions of
the fracture. New rupture paths were formed through the concentrated gel filter cake compared with the first rate step, and fluid
flow was observed through several wormholes spanning between
the inlet and outlet. The 22% of the FV conducted water flow at
60 cm3/h, efficiently doubling the wormhole volume since gel rupture. The part of the FV conducting flow of radioactive water (i.e.,
the wormhole volume) increased further (27%) when the injection
rate was increased to 300 cm3/h (Fig. 7, right image, top row),
although at a much lower scale. New wormhole flow paths were
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Fig. 7—PET images showing the formation of wormholes during chase waterflooding. The colored signal is water traced with radioactive pharmaceutical 18F-FDG. The fracture was vertically aligned, and the top of the images corresponds to the top of the fracture. The first image (top, left) shows the wormhole flow path immediately after gel rupture at 6 cm3/h. The next two rate increases
were 60 cm3/h (top, middle) and 300 cm3/h (top, right), during which the wormhole flow pattern was extended. Stepwise decreasing
the rate to 60 cm3/h (bottom, left) and 6 cm3/h (bottom, middle) did not change the flow pattern back to one single conduit. The
wormhole flow pattern after significant water throughput (bottom, right) was extended because of gel erosion.

not created during this rate step, indicating that the increased
wormhole volume was caused by erosion of gel around existing
wormholes. Fig. 7 (lower row) shows the decreasing-rate cycle. A
reduction in the rate to 60 cm3/h did not cause a corresponding
reduction in the measured wormhole volume, and the wormhole
remained in the same shape and location as in the previous rate
step. Reducing the flow rate to 6 cm3/h reduced the wormhole volume to 24% of the FV, without changing the wormhole morphology. Fig. 7 (right image, lower row) shows the wormhole flow
path after significant water throughput at 6 cm3/h, where wormholes covered 34% of the FV.
In-situ imaging supported the existence of a nonuniform gel
filter cake in the fracture, and we observed that (for the first two
waterflood cycles) (1) the wormholes are in the same location
from the initial breach to late waterflooding; (2) the wormholes
are, for the most part, in the same shape for the duration of waterflooding, although new rupture paths were added to the original
rupture path when the flow rate was increased above the original
level; (3) the wormholes are eroded wider when higher and higher
rates are used; (4) but the wormholes do not collapse when the
rate is lowered; and (5) extended waterflooding substantially
erodes gel along the fracture-width direction but does not form
new wormhole pathways.
Wormhole Development: In-Situ Measurements Compared
to Global Calculations. We converted the total measured wormhole volume in the fracture by PET, given in the previous section,
to average wormhole widths with simple calculations of geometry: For simple comparison, we again assumed that there was only
one wormhole in the fracture, and that it spanned the length of the
fracture. The assumed wormhole had a rectangular shape, where
one side was fixed at the fracture aperture and the other side was
the wormhole width (Ww) (not fixed). The wormhole was thus
envisioned to expand and retract vertically within the FV (i.e., in
the largest dimension of the fracture). In-situ imaging by PET
(e.g., Fig. 7) showed large variations in the wormhole width, from
very narrow (almost invisible on images) in some sections of the
fracture to spanning almost half the fracture height in other sections. Extracting an average value for the wormhole width from

the PET images therefore holds a large degree of uncertainty.
However, it was necessary to find these values to be able to compare in-situ imaging to calculations from global measurements.
We found that measured average wormhole widths by PET were
more than thirty times higher than the calculated values for each
specific injection rate; the data are shown and compared in Fig. 8.
The high average wormhole widths measured by PET therefore
do not account for the high pressure gradients achieved during
post-rupture waterflooding. This indicates that the average wormhole width is not a good measure for the actual conductivity of
the fracture, and is not the controlling factor for flow. The difference in wormhole morphology is an important distinction between
calculations and measurements that may explain this deviation:
The basis for calculations was a single, uniform wormhole spanning from the fracture inlet to the fracture outlet, and assumed to
be the only conductor for flow. In-situ imaging by PET revealed
the existence of several wormholes, seemingly randomly distributed within the FV, and with significant variations in width.
Image-analysis software ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) identified the smallest wormhole width (where the signal was barely
visible on the images) to be 0.001 cm, which was less than all calculated values from global measurements (Fig. 8, right). Narrow
constrictions in the wormhole flow paths will act as natural
chokes on fluid production and control the pressure response
across the fracture during subsequent floods. This mechanism is
only possible when the filter cake forming in the fracture during
gel placement is heterogeneous; thus, the paths of gel rupture during subsequent floods (presumably in wormholes) are naturally
nonuniform and dependent on local gel concentration. In many
previous publications, pressure-drop and rate data are the only
available tools to investigate wormhole development during chase
floods, and wormhole width is calculated on the basis of the same
assumptions as in this work. In-situ imaging by PET shows that
the single, uniform wormhole assumed in the calculations is not
descriptive of fluid flow through the gel-filled fracture. Knowledge of the wormhole morphology and development is important
when planning integrated EOR (iEOR) operations, because the
success of a chase flood will largely depend on the ability of the
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Fig. 8—Left: Calculated wormhole width from pressure measurements compared with measured wormhole width from in-situ
imaging by PET. Right: Calculated wormhole width from pressure measurements compared with measured wormhole width from
in-situ imaging by PET. Logarithmic scale on the y-axis for improved comparison: The dotted line denoted “constriction PET” is
the smallest wormhole width measured by PET at all injection rates.

chase fluid to dilate or constrict the narrow sections of a
wormhole.
Average gel concentration varies with lengthwise position in a
fracture, with higher concentrations close to the fracture inlet and a
decreasing concentration toward the fracture outlet. For the limestone core, a clear relationship between fracture position and wormhole width was not found, possibly because of the use of a short
fracture. For all rate steps, the narrow flow paths were found close to
the fracture inlet and outlet, and the largest wormhole widths were
measured in the second and third quarters of the fracture length.
Advantages of In-Situ Imaging. Several previous publications have supported the existence of a nonuniform gel filter cake
in the fracture after formed gel placement: Seright (2003b)
injected dyed gel to follow gel of the same composition (not dyed)
into a fracture, and observed that gel of injected composition
flowed through concentrated gel in wormholes during gel placement, shown in Fig. 9 (left). Brattekås et al. (2015a, 2015b)
observed clearly visible wormhole patterns resulting from chase
waterfloods when gel-filled fractures were opened and fracture
surfaces inspected after chase waterflooding (Fig. 9, center). The
development of wormholes during dynamic chase waterfloods was
investigated by PET in this study (Fig. 9, right) with clear advantages: In-situ imaging by PET only relied on the presence and
decay of radioactive water in the core, and could be performed
during dynamic floods for several different flow rates and timesteps. PET is able to catch and quantify quick changes in polymergel networks during chase waterfloods without damaging the core
or gel; thus, the core can be used further in experiments. Visual
inspection of fracture surfaces, as in Fig. 9 (middle), requires the

core to be broken apart, and the core cannot be used further (e.g.,
to investigate and compare EOR chase floods to already-performed water chase floods). In addition, the observations made are
highly qualitative, and dynamic changes resulting from differences
in pressure and rate are not captured. In-situ imaging by PET will
be used in future work to augment previous experiments on, for
example, the effect of gel state during placement and the mechanism behind low-salinity waterfloods for improved high-salinity
gel blocking (Brattekås et al. 2015a, 2015b).
Conclusions
• In-situ imaging by PET is a good and efficient method for
investigating water chase floods through gel-filled fractures.
• We used PET to investigate the development of wormholes during dynamic waterfloods. PET imaging supported the existence
of a nonuniform gel filter cake in the fracture.
• The wormhole width, measured by PET, varied significantly
within the FV, and did not correspond to calculated values from
pressure and rate data.
• The average wormhole width measured by PET is not a good
indication of fracture flow capacity. Fracture flow and pressure
response across the fracture are controlled by narrow constrictions in the wormhole flow path.
• Wormholes covered 11% of the FV immediately after gel rupture, visualized by PET.
• New rupture paths (wormholes) were added to the original gelrupture path when the water-flow rate was increased above the
initial level.

Concentrated, rigid gel

Clearly visible
wormhole flow path

Gel injection

Core broken apart after gel
injection where dyed gel
followed nondyed gel

Core broken apart after
waterflooding to reveal
wormholes

In-situ visualization by PET
for dynamic quantification of
wormhole morphology

Fig. 9—Left: Dyed-gel injection following gel of the same composition (not dyed) from Seright (2003b). Center: Clearly visible
wormhole after waterflooding from Brattekås et al. (2015a, 2015b). Right: PET imaging of a complete wormhole flow pattern in a
gel-filled fracture still intact.
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• After the wormhole(s) had expanded, they remained in the
same shape and location for the entire waterflood, and changes
in the wormhole volume with rate were attributed to gel erosion
(during increasing-rate cycles) and gel elasticity (wormholes
collapsing during decreasing-rate cycles).
• Wormhole collapse was not significant during the two increasing-decreasing-rate cycles performed in the limestone core.
• Extended waterflooding was observed to substantially erode the
gel along the fracture-width direction, however, without forming new wormhole pathways.
• The high initial pressure response of the gel was not restored after rupture and significant water throughput. A high pressure
level was, however, maintained for the sandstone core during
several increasing-decreasing-rate cycles when gel erosion had
stabilized after three consecutive rate cycles.
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